
LESSON PLAN
ICE CREAM CONE

OBJECTIVE: SUPPLING AND BALANCING EXERCISE,  REQUIRING DEEPER 

ANGLES OF BEND AND MORE EXAGGERATED SHIFTS IN WEIGHT AND BALANCE

PREREQUISITES:

EXPLANATION:

- Can walk and trot independently around the arena
- Stop, go turn is established in walk and trot. 
- Some bend has been introduced on the 10m loop, 20m circles, short sides
- Turns across the arena and diagonals and changes of direction. 

What: 
Using a half 15m circle to leave the track, return to the track on the diagonal, changing 
direction. 

Why:
Horse - There is an increased in challenge in the ice cream cone exercise in the degree of 
bend and suppleness required of the horse. There is also increased challenge in the change 
of bend and weight distribution coming of the circle into the change of direction. Having the 
smaller circle introduces the shortening and compacting of the stride required to ride an 
adjustable frame and continue the development of dynamic movement. This exercise 
requires both longitudinal and lateral suppleness as well as some degree of self carriage. 
Rider - Challenges the responsitivity and sensitivity to your aids as you have to move the 
horse away off the track, we all know how much they love following the track! 
Introduces the rider to shortening and elevating the stride without restricting the movement 
and then riding forward again. 
Gets the riders eye in for the smaller circles and how to navigate them. 
Introducing the rider to being able to change the angle of bend through the horses body 
depending on the size of the turn.
Good practice for the rider if they intend to compete as this is a movement in the current ea 
dressage prep test. 
Being able to maintain rhythm and tempo while navigating different turns and shapes. 



How: 
Refer to the diagram below for how to break down the geometry of the shape. Try walking 
this movement out on the ground first and set out some cones to help you get your eye in for 
the shape. 
Starting at P the first quarter point is 7.5m in and 7.5m down from the VP line. The judges 
can't see if you get this perfectly accurate but you want to get a good feel and eye for how far 
down and in to go. 
The second point of your half circle is on the 3/4line in line with V and P. When you reach the 
quarterline straighten up and ride diagonally to the track between R and M. Go large by 
riding the track. Just flip to use the cone at S and R. 
 
Aids:
- Eyes, shoulders, hips "look" to the points of your half circle.
- Squeeze, soften your reins to ride a hesitation of the stride and shorten the stride for the 
smaller circle. 
- Outside leg, inside rein squeeze softens to say "turn". 
- Inside leg, outside rein says "stay out"
- Between turn and stay out, steer the horse between these aids around the lay out of the 
shape.
- Eyes, shoulders, hips "look" to the point of the track you are wanting to ride to.
- Using the new outside rein and inside leg straighten the horse onto the line to the track and 
ask the horse to transfer its weight into the new outside shoulder.
- Ride your hands a little more forward and ask for more trot and the horse to seek your 
hands.
- Close your new inside rein and leg to ask for flexion in the new direction of travel. 
- Eyes, shoulders, hips looking around the arena.
 
Once you have got the shape established and are steering around the ice cream cone easily, 
use your inside rein and leg on the half circle to ask for bend and to get the horse to look in 
the direction of travel.
 



Exercise:
In walk practise riding the accuracy of the accuracy and shape of the ice cream cone. Once 
you're confident with the shape and navigating the ice cream cone concentrate on 
maintaining the consistency in the rhythm and tempo, asking for bend on the half circle and 
the change of bend returning to the track. 
 
Quality - How many asks do you need before the horse moves away for the aid? Try and 
time this so that they are moving away from the aid at the points on the half circle as 
described in how. Does your horse want to slow down, speed up or fall in or out? Can you be 
prepared and ride the conversation smoothly to create the right arc of the line and maintain 
the quality of rhythm and tempo.
Ie: Your conversation with your aids as described above might go like this "turn, stay out, 
walk on, look where you're going, straighten up, walk on, shift your balance, change your 
bend, walk on, turn, stay out, look where you're going." So you are kind of bouncing them 
between your aids to ride the straightness of the curved line. 
 
Pick up the trot. Ride your tempo changes until you have a nice balanced, forward working 
trot with your horse seeking your hands.
Warm you horse up with some 10m loops getting the shift in balance, change of bend and 
suppleness. At the degree of bend required your horse should also be looking for some 
transitions between long and low and working frame. Ask for these to get their topline 
warmed up.
Ride a couple of trot - canter - trot transitions to get the forehand active and lifting or some 
trot poles depending on you and your horses stage of development.
Ride your 20m circles at A and C changing direction across the diagonal between circles. 
This is the skill that will be tested on your ice cream cone. Bend - change of direction - bend.
 
Ride your ice cream cone in trot. The first couple of times through is purely steering around 
the shape and coordinating the turns. Once you have the established work on the bend and 
change of bend coming off the diagonal and shortening and lengthening the stride to ride the 
deeper bend and then back onto the straight. If you start to lose responsiveness to the aid 
and accuracy come back to the walk and tune in again. 
 
Common mistakes
 
Rider error - Leaving it too long to prepare the horse for the half circle and leaving it too late 
for the horse to leave the track means that we get a half circle that's too big. Your horse 
needs time to process the aid, adjust their balance and weight distribution and then execute 
the movement. It is up to you to learn how much your individual horse requires, a large, 
bulkier horse needs more room and preparation than a pony.
Circle too small - Often occurs because the rider doesn't know the geographic break down of 
the 15m circle and rides more of a turn than a bend. Remember circles have the same angle 
the whole way around with no periods of straight. The diagonal should flow smoothly out of 
the half circle not sharply. 
Shortening the stride - The same trot that gets you a straight line, isn't what will get you the 
angle of bend for a 15m circle. You need to either slow or ask your horse more together. 
Evasions - The outside leg typically needs the work in these exercises to encourage the 
horse to leave the track. Tuning into the aid can be more easily done and refined in the walk 
than at faster paces. We don't want to be pulling the horses head for the turn we want them 
to follow the rein because they are moving away from the leg.
 



Lack of bend and balance - Depending on your horse this could be a matter of time and 
development. Come back to the walk and help your horse establish the bend required and 
then pick it back up in trot again.
Not changing bend - The horse may prefer bend one way more than the other and not 
change bend on the diagonal. Come back to walk or your 10m loops and encourage them to 
shift their bend and balance through those exercises first and then reiterate in trot.
 
Ride review
 
How far out from the letter do you need to start asking your horse to prepare for it to be ready 
to leave the track at the letter?
Does your horse find it easier to turn one way more than the other?
Does your horse find it easier to bend one way more that the other?
Does your horse evade by falling in, falling out, slowing down or speeding up?
Did you remember to correct your position before riding the turns?
Were you able to ride the accuracy of the shape without the half circle being too big or too 
small?
How long did you feel you could repeat the exercises before you felt your horse become 
mentally or physically tired of the exercise and want to finish?
Did you time your warm up sufficiently ie. how many times did you have to come back to the 
walk or an easier exercise for the horse to execute easily? Or did you warm up your horse 
too much and they were too tired by the time you got to the exercise. 


